
Micro-residency A Isla

Terms and conditions

 

In R.A.R.O. we question the role of residency and its multiple formats.

Our usual format proposes the link with other artists and itinerancy within the local scene of
Buenos Aires. However, we feel that part of the creative experience is also generated when
we isolate ourselves and give space to silence and reflection.

This new format that we propose with A ISLA is a short experience of 5 days where we
decided to travel a few kilometers to El Pantano, a space located on Delta Island in the Río
de la Plata.

The objective of this micro-residency will be introspection, self-observation, spaces of silence
and complementary activities to monitor projects and explore the personal processes
together with the group of residents and the team of managers, artists and curators that
make up the proposal.

Each day a specific dynamic will be proposed that includes a few hours of silence, Chi Kung
practices every morning, free spaces to swim or paddle in the river, creative writing
exercises, relationship with the territory and project follow-up meetings to give them fluidity.

A Isla seeks to pause our daily overstimulated life to close cycles and start new ones.

 



Who can participate?

Artists, curators, managers and other art workers who are interested in having an experience
of self-observation and connection with the river and the nature of the Delta landscape.

 

Required:

- Availability to participate in the micro residency in person between December 13 and 18 of
this year.

- Be willing to live together isolated on the island with other residents and team members

- Not having serious health problems

 

How to participate?

 

Send an email with subject: Call for proposals A ISLA MICRORESIDENCIA R.A.R.O. to
direccion@esraro.com

In the mail send portfolio, letter of intent explaining your motivations to participate in this pilot
residency A ISLA and presentation of 1 (one) or 2 (two) pre-existing personal projects that
you are interested in working on during the experience.

Until when can I apply?

 

The call will be open until November 13, 2022.

The results will be communicated between November 20 and 22 via email.



Frequently asked questions:

Is residence tariffed?

¡Yes!

Should I do some kind of work or have some material result of the experience?

 No, experience proposes reflection, self-observation and deepening one's own experience.

Is it a spiritual retreat?

 No, the experience is designed for art workers who want to delve into projects and need a
space for reflection and silence as well as the return of others.


